
LW675

Folding Outdoor Trolley
Thank you for purchasing this Folding Outdoor Trolley from Leisurewize. 
This product has a range of uses. Its durable steel frame allows it to 
carry a maximum load of 80kg and it comes with a 600D oxford fabric 
that is resistant to all kinds of weather conditions. 

It is ideal for transporting items (including luggage) in caravan parks, 
motorhome parks and camping sites thanks to its specially designed 
wheels that make it easier for you to navigate the trolley in bumpy 
terrain. 

This outdoor trolley is also suitable for gardeners for carrying plants, 
garden waste and gardening equipment.



Product Elements
1. Folding Trolley Frame
2. 600D Oxford Fabric

Assembly
To assemble the trolley, please follow the instructions below:

1. Carefully remove the trolley and the fabric out of the packaging.
2. The trolley will come folded (Figure 1). To unfold, simply pull apart the trolley until it is fully 

extended (Figure 2). 
3. Secure the frame into place via the latches (Figure 3).
4. Then, place the fabric over the trolley, ensuring the frame goes into the relevant pockets on 

the fabric (Figure 4).
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Cleaning & Maintenance
Use a clean and damp cloth to wipe clean.

Technical Support & Spare Parts
If you require any technical support & spare parts, please contact us on support@
streetwizeaccessories.com and provide the product name and supplier code (see 
Technical Specifications) along with the technical query and proof of purchase.

Technical Specification

Folding & Unfolding 
The Trolley
To unfold, simply release the latch and then fold 
the trolley inwards (Figure 5). Reverse this step 
to unfold and then secure the latch.

Figure 5

Product Name

Supplier Code

Frame Material

Fabric Material

Product Weight

Max Load Capacity

Dimensions (unfolded)

Leisurewize Folding Outdoor Trolley 

LW675

Steel

600D Oxford Polyester

8kg

80kg

845mm X 445mm X 1000mm



www.streetwizeaccessories.com

Streetwize: Ashburton Road West, Trafford Park, Manchester M17 1RY

For Product Support: 
E: support@streetwizeaccessories.com
T: +44 (0)161 447 8597

For Trade Enquiries:
E: sales@streetwizeaccessories.com
T: +44 (0)161 447 8580

EU Registered Address: 
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